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Psychology of the Court aimed to train students to appreciate the work of psychology in the legal issues. It is psychology as understood and applied in the judicial processes. Such will seek to explain the distinction of psychology of law; psychology in law; and psychology and law.

Psychology of the Court is a subset of Forensic Psychology. It is concerned with how psychology is applied in Court processes. For instance, Eyewitness, Lunacy Trial; Sentencing; Penology and psychology in prisons and corrective institutions; Competency to stand trial; DNA Tests and other investigations in criminal offences; Use of psychology in retributive justice system; the role of a psychologist in court; in prison; in trial process; the role of a judge in court; why law should be obeyed and by who?

Forensic Psychology is the application of psychological knowledge to legal issues. It is interested more in psycho-legal research and various findings with the aim to reduce and limit wrongful convictions and acquittals. It covers such areas as; criminal psychology; psychology of the court; investigative psychology; Behavioural psychology; characters of a person; temperaments (analytical psychology); telling lies/truth – malingering; adjudication processes; behaviour patterns of criminals; known criminals and unknown criminals; theories of punishment; the science of the mind; some knowledge of forensic science; science, technology and the law; and most importantly – the arguments surrounding the work relationship between the courts and experts.

The course shall examine inter alia, such areas as cross-examination of witnesses; direct examination; and how laboratory works to detect facts. The purpose of the study is to make law appreciate other sciences using probability as the method to make decisions or
judgments. Law is a speculative science whose truth lies on law, evidence and adversarial adjudication. Law does not assume anything but works with persuasion and conviction based on facts of evidence.

The course shall last 15 weeks. There shall be lectures presented on power-point. The lecturer shall provide some reading materials to assist students learn more about the subject. Discussions, interventions and questions shall be included during the lecture. There shall be CATS and RATS offered during the course to test the understanding and progress of the class. Then there shall be final examination to close the course.
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